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With a uniform T-shaped cross section, Canet is a moulded concrete
bench that appears to levitate above the paving. The vertical central
support disappears behind the shadow of the slab, accentuating the
presence of the horizontal plane and the sensation of zero gravity. It
is usually installed in an isolated arrangement, but its geometry also
permits longitudinal aggregations to create a large slab.

Material

This backless bench was originally
designed for the once-popular sea
promenade of Canet Plage-en-Roussillon. Its favourable impact in the
market has converted it into a classic
of the collection.

Bench made from reinforced,
acid-etched, water-repellent concrete
in the Escofet standard chart colour.
Installation

Anchored to a non-reinforced concrete strip footing with a cross section of 50 x 50 cm and length of
Universal
150 cm. The foundation is flush at a
Canet displays its capacity for integration in urban settings and its wish lower height of between 15 -18 cm.
to remain due to its material condition, essential design and universal
application. It emerges from space
individually or in aligned arrangements.
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1. Backless benches

Canet
Dimensions

296 x 86 x 42 cm

Weight

1000 kg

1.1 General features
Material

Reinforced concrete

Fixing

Embedded in the pavement

Finish

Etched and waterproofed

GR. Grey

NG. Black

BL. White

CA. CA Grey

RA. Red

BG. Beige

Colours

1.2 Installation system

Hoisting
(P= 800 / 550 kg)
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Installation
Prepare the ground according to graph, tap
the screws to the base M16 X 140 cm place the bench.
Concrete after placing.
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1.3 Geometry
Canet
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Warranty

5 years in all its components.
The names, trademarks and industrial models of the products have been logged in the corresponding registers.
The technical information provided by Escofet about its
products can be modified without prior notice.
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